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ABSTRACT:  

Procedural Content Generation (PCG) is a field of AI that deals with generating the game content 

procedurally (programmatically) with partially/without any human crafted levels. One of the main 

challenges to be faced while using Procedural Content Generation (PCG) is that to ensure overall quality 

of content and to control the difficulty of the game in real-time. For Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment 

(DDA) [1][4][6] and content quality assurance the blend between the rule set based and learning based 

approach have been implemented to test real-time content generation in Super Mario Bros (SMB) game. 

The combination rule based and learning based technique will used to generate the quality segments in 

Super Mario Bros (SMB) game which are also known as the constructive primitives (CPs).  

Constructive Primitives (CPs) have helped to implement a CP-based level generator for Dynamic 

Difficulty Adjustment (DDA) with the help of a proposed Random Sampling Technique known as 

Phases in Random Sampling Without Replacement (PSWOR) [13] based on combination of Simple 

Random Sampling with replacement [3][4] and without replacement. The proposed technique have been 

thoroughly tested on different player agents with varied levels of expertise to observe the balance in 

game's difficulty based upon different play style. The observations based on the experimental results 

show that proposed technique was effective in Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment (DDA) and managing 

the overall content quality in real-time based on time taken for completion and number of enemies on 

each segment within a level of game.   

KEYWORDS: 

Procedural content generation (PCG), Phases in Sampling Without Replacement (PSWOR), Super Mario 

Bros (SMB), Dynamic difficulty adjustment (DDA), Simple Random Sampling (SRS).  
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Procedural Content Generation (PCG) [1][2] is a field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) that helps the 

developer to generate the game content dynamically. This dynamically generated content can be a 

combination of human crafted levels or the entire level can be generated without any  human 

intervention. The proposed technique in this paper have been implemented on a platformer game Super 

Marion Bros (SMB) [7][8] where player runs horizontally on a 2d level from left to right or vice versa, 

jump to evade enemies or obstacles and to gain coins or power-ups as rewards.  

The proposed technique focuses on generating levels of Super Mario Bros game dynamically based 

on different play style and time taken to complete a fixed sized level. This has been done by dividing the 

game level into segments [3][4][13] each segment containing a platform, certain kind of obstacles & enemies 

also coins/power-ups as reward. The sample space is a collection of predefined assets each assigned a 

unique sample ID and difficulty rating. Game segments are generated using Simple Random Sampling 

technique where sample IDs of game objects/assets are selected from sample space and inserted in a 

fixed size dataset.  

The DDA algorithm [3][4] is implemented using generated datasets containing different elements. 

Many selected segments are combined to form one entire level, this segments are selected on the basis 

of real time gameplay performance of the player only most appropriate segment with specific difficulty 

is selected at a time till the end of level. The player data from the previously played level will be carry 

forwarded to the next level to balance difficulty right from the beginning giving player a steady flow of 

challenge and entertainment as well as uniqueness in the game for the particular game session. However 

player data from previous play sessions are not stored and the difficulty adjustment is reset in every new 

game session.   

II.  BACKGROUND 

A.  SIMPLE RANDOM SAMPLING 

Simple random sampling [9] is one of the most easy to implement and efficient way of sampling 

because it can be used for varying and large quantity of datasets. The other reasons to consider using 

random sampling is because as the name suggests the selection of elements from the population is always 

random so every element in sample space has equal opportunity to be selected for creation of dataset. 

SRS technique can be implemented in two ways, there are two types of SRS i.e. Simple Random 

Sampling w/ replacement [3][4][9] and Simple Random Sampling w/o replacement [6][13].  
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Simple random sampling with replacement can generate indefinite number of datasets due to the 

fact that finite sample space will never deplete in number of samples as selected samples can be 

reselected again and again. This technique was implemented by P. Shi and K. Chen [3][4]  where the 

population size was finite but the datasets generation was almost endless making datasets have some 

amount of redundancy especially if finite sample space is small i.e. objects in sample space are very few 

can keep on repeating again and again. This redundancy might affect the overall quality of game and can 

make it predictable to the player which might result in abrupt abandonment from the play session and 

affecting replay value of game in return as well. fig. 1 given below demonstrates simple random sampling 

with replacement. 

 

Fig. 1. Example of Simple Random Sampling with replacement. Green element selected from the population size of n=196 

where total green are m=49 & selected element from population is not eliminated keeping the size of population intact. So, 

in future chances of selecting green again will be p=49/196. 

 

Fig. 2. Example of Simple Random Sampling without replacement. Green element selected from the population size of n=196 

where total green elements are m=49 & selected element from population is eliminated keeping the size of population to vary. 

So, in future chances of selecting green again will be p=48/195. 
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In case of Simple random sampling without replacement [6][13] the outcome is exactly opposite to 

that of Simple random sampling with replacement as the finite sample space will keep depleting every 

time objects are selected from sample space. The finite sample space may deplete faster depending upon 

the size of sample space and number of inputs in datasets. If the sample space depletes the option of 

selection of an object selected is nullified in progressive selections making each and every dataset unique 

and hence the level segments generated will also be unique but at the same time the sample space will 

be exhausted and nothing remain in it to select makes the use of simple random sampling w/o 

replacement in the proposed method out of question. The fig. 2 given above shows concept of simple 

random sampling without replacement. 

B.  Phases in Random Sampling 

The problem of resources getting depleted (see fig. 3) from the sample space in simple random 

sampling without replacement [6][13] is eminent, so even though the datasets generated will have no 

repetition of objects but at the same time will be limited to only certain number of datasets (see fig. 2) 

and in case of sample space used for the proposed is finite in size it makes necessary to find a better 

alternative. The better alternative would be Simple random sampling with replacement where datasets 

can be generated almost endlessly but at the same time adds a lot of redundancy (see fig. 1) especially if 

the size of sample space if small the limitations of Simple random sampling with replacement becomes 

more visible. 

 

Fig. 3. With lot of selection from the green if we want to select at least two green in future will not be possible because there 

is only one green element left in overall population. 

The Solution is to create an algorithm that will remove redundancy by filtering samples and also 

maintaining continuity for endless generation of datasets, this can be done by resetting the datasets 

generation process whenever sample space gets exhausted by the certain limit of available samples and 
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every time when certain assets is exhausted from the sample space a new phase of dataset generation 

should begin after sample space is reset. This will help endless dataset generation and at the same time 

will also maintain redundancy. This proposed technique is called Phases in Sampling Without 

Replacement (PSWOR) [13] which have been elaborated in the below section.   

III.  PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 

A. Phases in Sampling Without Replacement (PSWOR) 

PSWOR is the proposed technique to overcome the issue of uncontrollability over redundancy 

from simple random sampling with replacement [3][4] and problem of discrete dataset generation of simple 

random sampling without replacement [6][13] by adding the required controllability over  the redundancy 

and provide ability of infinite datasets generation. This is mainly done by considering the content/sample 

space as an inventory whenever the selection process of sample happens the selected sample is marked 

as visited and will not selected for another dataset.  

To make sure that datasets will not have redundancy which is implemented feature of simple 

random sampling without replacement however as we mark our selected objects from the content space, 

some type of objects may exhaust faster compared to other so it is necessary to keep check that they 

don't fall below minimum threshold. As it reaches below the threshold limit the sample space is reset. 

After the reset of sample space all samples will be available once again available for selection as shown 

in the figure (see fig. 4) below: 

 

Fig. 4.(a). The sample/content space where 1 green object is selected for dataset generation and sample space is reduced by 

1 from the green sample space.  
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Fig. 4.(b). The sample/content space where the green object only remaining is one so no further selection of the green object 

is possible so it necessary to rest the sample space back to its original state 

 

Fig. 4.(c). The sample/content space after being reset to its original state once again ready for new selection phase.   

The sample space after being reset marks the end of one selection phase and a beginning of next 

selection phase which will keep continuing endlessly. This helps us to achieve the combined benefits of 

simple random sampling w/ replacement and simple random sampling w/o replacement. Every phase 

contains datasets with non-redundant objects the way it is supposed to be in simple random sampling 

w/o replacement thus removing the redundant nature of simple random sampling w/ replacement.  

A multiphase dataset generator means endless generation so the continuous nature of simple 

random sampling with replacement is achieved while eliminating a discreteness of simple random 

sampling w/o replacement. The figure below (see fig. 5) shows the PSWOR dataset generator compared 

to a regular simple random sampling with  replacement based dataset generator. The proposed technique 

provides great controllability and quality game segments which are very unique and all generated in real 

time.   
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Fig. 5. The rapid dataset generation of Simple Random Sampling w/ replacement and discrete datasets generation of Simple 

Random Sampling without Replacement done in multiple phases. 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Algorithm 1  PSWOR  

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Input: Objects from the sample space 

Output: Datasets in several phases 

Initialization: Start the phase by assigning number and generate the datasets within the given phase 

Dataset Generation: Generate datasets of fixed size 8, the first value be default platforms of several 
types/difficulty and the rest could be assigned to coins, blocks and enemies. 

Repeat 

   for each current phase 

      Repeat  

      for all datasets 

       - do aggregate of difficulty of objects in dataset 

       - label each dataset with difficulty rating 

       - select dataset based on difficulty rating for level 

       end for 

       - min threshold value <= sample space size 

     end for  

             - game over 

Until the end of the ongoing phase after min threshold for sample space is attained. 

Return Datasets 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 
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B.  Level Generation Process 

The objects from the content space are the building blocks for the overall level generation 

process, these objects are used in the generation of datasets out of which depending upon difficulty level 

and quality,  datasets are selected which are further converted into level segment and when all the best 

level segments are combined it becomes one single level. The segment is of (length 40 X width 50) so 

the entire level of 10 segments is of (length 40 X width 250) respectively. Each level contains around 10 

segments out of which first and last are randomly generated, the whole difficulty level adjustment by 

segment selection happens between them. The figure (see Fig. 6) given below shows objects from the 

sample space. 

 

Fig. 6.  Different types of game elements from sample/content space, A, D, E and H are the rewards, B, C, G are bricks used 

to generate platforms while F, I, J are different types of enemies.  

 The game segments are of fixed width and height and can be considered as building blocks of a 

level. The segments can contain a platform, obstacles, enemies or rewards. Each object generated in a 

segment contains attributes i.e. id, rating, position on x-axis & y-axis, width and height (Platform  and 

obstacles), numbers (power ups and enemies). An id refers to the unique id given to each object in sample 

space  which makes it helpful to uniquely identify them for selection process, rating refers to the 

difficulty rating which is pre-identified by developer and assigned an integer value between 1 to 10 

where 1 is the easiest difficulty while 10 is the hardest difficulty. 

Object position is determined by x-pos and y-pos which will arrange the objects in the segment 

special care is taken that the objects do not overlap on one another. The number of enemies or rewards 

is determined  by value num which will fix the quantity of enemies generated simultaneously on a 

segment. The datasets are of fixed length of size 7 where dataset <id, rating, platform, enemies, enemies, 

rewards, enemies/rewards> has such attributes where, id is the unique identification number for each 

dataset and rating is an overall aggregate of difficulty rating of objects in that particular dataset while 
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the rest of the values are ids for different objects and platform is generated by default or player won't be 

able to stand or complete level, the other values could be enemies /power ups or maybe null. 

The approach of level generation for Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment (DDA) and content quality 

assurance is real-time and model based [3][4][15]. To implement model based approach, the segments are 

assigned difficulty rating and level will be generated continually segment after segment depending upon 

player's play style. Player's current segment position, difficulty rating of the segment, minimum time for 

completing a segment and actual time taken by player to complete the segment will determine the 

difficulty rating of next generated segment making the overall level generation process dynamic.  some 

examples of game segment and entire level is given below which are generated using proposed 

technique. 

     

Fig. 7. Several types level segments generated using the Phases in Sampling Without Replacement (PSWOR) technique 

C. Active Learning  

Active Learning is a technique in game development that analyzes player's game play pattern 

and then adjust the difficulty curve of the game depending upon live player interaction. This not only 

helps the game to generate dynamic content but is also useful to avoid the player developing learning 

curve from the game due to varying difficulty of the game by making it less predictable. Active learning 

can be implemented on the basis of either model-free approach or model-based approach [14] [15]. In 

model-free approach, where the game relies on historical data like play logs, human crafted levels, 

different pattern matching of game play etc. or can be implemented using a model-based approach where 

real time parameters such as time, score, difficulty rating of the level segments etc can be considered for 

active learning. 

The only drawback with model-free technique is that it relies on historical data collected from 

different sources and not the emotion and psychology of player in live play sessions making the approach 

limited and passive depending upon the amount of historical data available. the proposed technique for 

active learning uses model-based [3][4] approach which mainly relies on time and difficulty as parameter 
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for dynamic difficulty adjustment [6] in the game. The proposed system have level segments as a unit to 

measure the time and difficulty of the next segment. 

The segments are assigned difficulty rating which is derived from the aggregate of difficulty 

rating of  each object, depending upon this difficulty rating of  segments they are divided into three 

categories i.e. easy, normal and hard. All segments with low difficulty rating are in easy category, 

average difficulty rating segments are in medium while the high difficulty rating segments are in hard 

category. A specific time is allotted to each type of difficulty category, easy segments should be 

completed in less time range while hard segments which take longer time than easy or medium segments 

should be completed within the time range predefined by developer. This is possible because each 

segments are of same fixed size. 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Algorithm 1  Active Learning 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Input: Difficulty rating and time range for current segment 

Output: Difficulty rating and time range for next segment 

Initialization: Start the time range and difficulty rating count first randomly generated segment 

Segment Generation: Analyze the player play style and time range taken to complete the current 
segment, then choose the difficulty rating for next segment and select respective dataset with specified 
difficulty rating to generate segment.  

Repeat 

      for each segment to be generated in the level 

            if  

           current segment == norm And time taken > time range Or  

            current segment == hard  And time taken > time range 

           Case 1:  

        generate next segment easy 

        reset time range == easy 

        reset time taken == 0 

            else if 

             current segment == easy && time taken < time range Or 

             current segment == hard && time taken > time range 

             Case 2: 

       generate next segment normal 

       reset time range == normal 

       reset time taken == 0 

            else if 

              current segment == normal && time taken < time range Or 

              current segment == hard && time taken < time range 

              Case 3: 
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       generate next segment hard 

       reset time range == hard 

             reset time taken == 0 

       end for game over  

Until the last segment of the game is generated  

Return Segments with difficulty rating and time range 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

IV.  RESULTS  

 

The proposed technique is keen to show improvement in not only the performance of level 

generation but also in terms of quality of levels generated in real time without any developer's 

intervention. The results of the previous level generator which uses Simple Random Sampling with 

replacement [3][4] along with the levels from the base game have been compared on the basis of overall 

level generator's quality assessment which is clearly shown in the figure below (see fig. 8) that proposed 

technique have many quality of life improvements when compared to the existing technique of simple 

random sampling with replacement. 

The  Super Mario Bros [7] base game levels have also been considered due to perfection and 

uniqueness in every single level which are hand crafted by the user and are not generated dynamically, 

by comparing it with five different levels on the basis of five different levels it is an obvious thing that 

the manually generated level will always be perfect and unique and always better than procedurally 

generated levels but at the same since level are pre-generated they cannot be replaced or dynamically 

adjusted thus making the game predictable. The proposed system can easily adjust the game in every 

new level and even if player play the same level again and again, it won't be the same and will keep 

changing content and difficulty depending upon player input in real time. 

Simple Random Sampling with Replacement overcomes the issues with base game and will 

provide real time level generation with Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment (DDA) [4][13] for the levels but 

since the population size is limited in content space, smaller will be content space more it will lead to 

redundancy per level segments which also may break immersion for player which became very clear 

during this research as shown in figure below (fig. 8) the quality of levels was definitely affected by 

redundant elements in the game segments observed by the player that played all five of this levels.  

With this research it is very clear that proposed algorithm of Phases in Sampling Without 

Replacement (PSWOR) [13] which eliminates all redundancy in game segments and hence in overall game 
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level along with active learning which generates quality segments based on player feedback in real time 

and thus creates really good blend of Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment (DDA) and content quality 

assurance.  

 

Fig. 8. Quality assessment of five levels for the SMB base game, using SRS with replacement and proposed PSWOR, based 

on non-redundancy and amount of diversity in the level, the higher value means better quality and less redundancy.  

Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment (DDA) and content quality assurance are two important concept 

for CP-based learning. The active learning algorithm implemented in this research tend to do the job of 

Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment (DDA) and content quality assurance very well which is clear from the 

figure given below (see fig. 9 and 10) where, there are two different actors playing the first level of the 

game and the plotted graph shows the time limit in which the player have to complete particular segment 

and actual time taken by the player to complete the segment.  

The plotted graphs for both actors playing the same level are different, shows that the game 

difficulty keeps changing for both player depending upon their real time interaction per every current 

segment which will affect the difficult of next segment and thus affecting the overall uniqueness of entire 

level. So this means even when the two players are playing the same level at a time, since their play 

styles differs from one another every single instance per segment helps to even make same level unique 

and different for both players and thus delivering a layer of dynamism through active learning. This 

property will help the developer to create the game with one code and reuse it for other game as well just 

by making a little changes helping to reduce the cost of development and resources and also save time 

which can be spent in doing something more productive like testing the game during development and 

also allowing to releasing product on/before deadline. 
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Fig. 9. Level segment generation for Actor 1 (Player) through Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment (DDA).  

 

Fig. 10. Level segment generation for Actor 2 (Player) through Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment (DDA). 

The check whether the game is able to adjust the difficulty of the game optimally, proposed 

system was tested with six different actors (players) from different age group and each with different 

level of expertise where there were players who have played a lots of other 2d platformer games while 

also those who have never played any 2d platformer to those who never play video games at all for four 

levels of the games all played in a row without quitting and abandoning the game session in middle. The 

observation recorded during the play session have been shown in the graph given below (see fig. 11) 

based on time total time taken to complete each level of the game by each of participating player. From 

the results observed in the graph given below it is clear that the game difficulty adjusts according to how 

each player takes time to complete the level and show varying results for each player. 
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7  

Fig. 11. Time taken to complete four different levels by six actors (players) belonging from different ages group with different 

level of expertise. 

V.  DISCUSSION 

The proposed technique implementation during the this research have proven its effectiveness on 

the 2d platformer Super Mario Bros game [7][8] however it is not necessarily only limited to Super Mario 

Bros game but can also be extended to other 2d platformer games like sonic, mega man, contra etc. 

which are also platformer games and have similar game play like Super Mario Bros. since the play styles 

is similar where level is of fixed size and player can move only forward reverse direction, jump, collect 

coins and power ups, evade enemies the implementation of the proposed technique would only require 

some minor adjustments and tweaks and will be easy to deploy in other 2d platformer games. The figure 

(see fig. 12) below shows some examples of  2d platformer games like Super Mario Bros. 

     

Fig. 12. Snapshot of some platformer games like Mega man, Contra, Sonic. 

The proposed technique of Phases in Sampling Without Replacement (PSWOR) can not only be 

use for 2d platformer games mentioned prior but also on many other genres where the difficulty of the 
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game can be tweaked on the basis of player's game play experience and where the size of one entire level 

is fixed and can be divided into segments of maybe same of varied size. One such genre is rogue-like 

where the size of the level is fixed and the entire level is a combination of several rooms with connecting 

passages or corridors. A typical rogue-like game level consist of rooms, corridors connecting rooms, 

enemies and traps, power ups and rewards items. The figure below (see fig. 13) shows an example rogue-

like game. 

   

Fig. 13. Rogue-like game example, Dragon Quest Characters: Torneko no Daibouken and Shiren the wander. 

VI.  CONCLUSION & OBSERVATION 

The purpose of this research is to develop a comprehensive technique that will effectively handle 

overall content quality and will dynamically adjust difficulty of the game in real time based on player's 

game play pattern also to compare PSWOR with other existing technology to find flaws and benefits of 

the current systems. Hence with the results generated using proposed technique have proven its 

effectiveness over the existing technology by not only generating dynamic levels with non-redundant 

datasets but also managing player difficulty in real time based on tracking player time in each segment 

of the level making it very effective as a model based approach for content quality assurance  and 

Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment (DDA). 

In this research, several different sampling techniques were studied and it was found that simple 

random sampling [9] was the best to club with the proposed implementation. However there were 

limitations to be faced during implementation of simple random sampling as there were two choices i.e. 

go with Simple Random Sampling with Replacement [3][4] or Simple Random Sampling without 

replacement but as we go through research each of this had their own flaws, so the further with   

progression there was always an intention to achieve the combination of both Simple Random Sampling 

w/ Replacement or Simple Random Sampling w/o replacement because when they are used in 

combination they effectively overcome each one's flaws.  
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In this paper, the research proposed helped to find the flaws and benefits of existing systems and 

also the overall focus on model-based approach and why it is ideal for real time level generation rather 

than model-free approach which mainly relies on historical data from different player and patter 

matching with current player pattern giving a very limited choice of generating levels algorithmically 

and no such data was available during this research making the proposed model entirely standalone and 

independent of any statistical or analytical data.  
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